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ABSTRACT

Ray�theoretic travel�time tomography assumes an in��
nite signal bandwidth� When this condition is not met�
energy propagates from source to receiver along Fres�
nel rays of �nite cross�section� instead of in�nitely thin
mathematical rays� We use approximate analytical so�
lutions of the weak scattering problem and numerical
modelling of the full wave equation to discuss the res�
olution of bandlimited records� The setting of the nu�
merical simulations is illustrative of a cross�well seis�
mic experiment� We show that bandlimited travel�time
data su�er an unexpected loss of resolution just along
the mathematical ray� Nevertheless� this loss can be
fully recovered including signal amplitude in an inver�
sion procedure� We also discuss the problem of time
picking� and show that� to be consistent with the weak
scattering assumption� arrival time must be estimated
at the signal peak�

� INTRODUCTION

The principles of travel�time tomography are stated in
the time domain and are valid asymptotically in the
high frequency limit� It is well known that the high�
frequency condition�meaning that the perturbed slow�
ness is almost constant in a signal wavelength�is usu�
ally not met in experimental settings of great industrial
importance� like seismic exploration ��	 and ground pen�
etrating radar� Wave propagation phenomena can be
handled by di�raction tomography �
	� which is stated
in the frequency domain� Recently� Rocca and Wood�
ward merged these two approaches introducing the wave
equation�tomography� which is stated in the time do�
main and includes di�raction ��� �	� This theory allows
a deep insight into the resolving power of band�limited
travel�time data�
Following Woodward and Rocca� we use the Rytov ap�
proximation of the scattered wave�eld to de�ne the Fres�
nel rays� volumes of �nite cross�section over which band�
limited energy propagates� and use them to investigate
the resolution of real signals� The analytical conclu�
sions are validated with a numerical spectral element
modelling of the full wave equation�

We show that travel�time data have an unexpected loss
of resolution just along the shortest travel�path math�
ematical ray�� Nevertheless� this loss can be fully recov�
ered including signal amplitude in an inversion proce�
dure�
Wave�equation tomography de�nes delays from the
phase spectrum� in the non�dispersive assumption that
scattering does not distort the signal� As this is not the
practical case� a question arises on the existence of a sig�
nal feature in the time domain� if any� which is mostly
representative of the theoretically predicted delays� By
means of numerical modelling� we show that this feature
is the signal peak�

� ANALYTICAL DISCUSSION

��� Mathematical rays

In travel�time tomography� the unknown velocity �eld
can be recovered from measurements of wave arrival�
times through the following integral equation�

tg� s� �

Z
wr�L�r� s�g� wr�	 dr� 
�

where t is the travel�time between the source s and the
receiver geophone� g� r is the position vector� w � 
�c
is the slowness reciprocal of velocity� in the medium�
L is a distribution representing the raypath�i�e�� ��
along the ray� � elsewhere� This equation is nonlinear
in w� since it appears both as a factor in the integrand
and as an argument of L� If we decompose the unknown
slowness �eld into a known background �eld w� plus a
small perturbation �w� equation 
� can be linearized
as�

�tg� s� �

Z
�wr�L��r� s�g� w�r�	 dr� ��

where �t is the time delay of the observed signal with
respect to the travel�time t� in the background medium�
This expression is a generalized Radon transform� mean�
ing that the unknown perturbed velocity �eld is sampled
with line integral projections over unperturbed raypaths
L�� The unknown �eld �w is recovered backprojecting
delays over the mathematical raypaths ��	�



��� Monochromatic wavepaths

When ray�theoretic hypotheses are not valid� the full
wave equation has to be considered� Under some lim�
iting assumptions� a wave�theoretic equivalent to equa�
tion �� can be obtained by linearizing the scalar wave
equation according to Rytov method ��	�
The Rytov approximation is based on the representa�
tion of the wave�eld � by an exponential with complex
argument� � � exp��� In such a way� the real part of
� accounts for the wave amplitude� and the imaginary
part for the phase� which is directly related to travel�
time� Under the weak or single� scattering assumption�
the approximate solution for a given angular frequency
� can be written as�

����g� s� �

Z
�cr�

c�r�
L��� r� s�g� dr� ��

where �� is the scattered wave�eld� c� is the back�
ground velocity� and �c is the velocity perturba�
tion� Due to the formal analogy between equations
�� and ��� Woodward calls the kernel L� the Ry�
tov �wavepath�� its properties control the resolution of
wave�theoretic tomography� The validity condition for
Rytov approximation is that of a small change of the
wave�eld over a wavelength�

��� Fresnel rays

A long observation time is necessary for the precise de�
termination of phase shifts� To reconcile wave�theoretic
tomography with time�delay tomography�Woodward ��	
transforms phase perturbation to time delay through the
map �t � ����	��� and averaging over the frequency
band� Extending Woodward�s approach to a generic
spectrum F��� we write ��	 the time�delay as�

�t �

Z �
�

P��������	

�
d�� ��

where P�� is the normalized power spectrum of the
unperturbed signal� given by

P�� � jF��j�R�
� jF��j�d� � ��

For a constant energy spectrum with bandwidth �� �
�� � ��� equation �� reduces to 
����
Using equation ��� it is convenient to write equation
�� as�

�t �

Z
�cr�

c�r�
LP���r� dr� ��

where

LP���r� �

Z �
�

P����L��� r�	
�

d� ��

is the Fresnel ray or �bandlimited raypath��� which de�
termines the resolution bandlimited travel�time tomog�
raphy� Equation �� is the backprojection pattern cor�
responding to the given bandlimited signal ��� �	�

Velocity anomalies not only produce time delays� they
a�ect the amplitude of the wave�eld as well� Recogniz�
ing that the real part of �� is the rate of amplitude
change in the frequency domain j�j � j��j��j��j� we
estimate the overall scattering amplitude rate �a in the
frequency band by averaging the real part of �� over
the signal spectrum�

�a �

Z
�

�

P��������	 d�� ��

which we write as�

�a �

Z
�cr�

c�r�
AP���r� dr� ��

with

AP���r� �

Z �
�

P����L��� r�	 d�� 
��

For instance� for a point source in a ��D space and a
constant spectrum box�car function�� the formal inte�
gration of �� and 
�� ��	 leads respectively to

L��r� �



�����c�� r�	�
jg � sj

jr� gjjr� sj 

��
sin� � r�� � � � r� cos� � r��

���
��

and

A��r� �



����c���
�r�

jg� sj
jr� gjjr� sj

�
����r� � ��

sin�� r�� � ��� r� cos�� r��
���
��
� 
��

where � r� s�g� � jr� sj � jr � gj � jg � sj��c� is the
di�raction delay�
Similarly� for a point source in a ��D space ��D line
source�� the kernels of the integrals �� and �� are�

L��r� �
�
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where C and S are the Fresnel integrals�
Fresnel rays Fig� 
� are the physical volumes through
which energy propagates from source to receiver� They
have an oscillatory nature� with a characteristic length
equal to the �rst Fresnel radius�

RF �



�

r
�� c

�c
L� 
��

where �c is the signal dominant frequency� and L is the
source�receiver distance� It comes out that an object
much smaller than RF can produce either positive or
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Figure 
� Fresnel rays� a� ��D view of ��D time delay�
the signal has a uniform energy distribution within the
band ����� Hz� b� Map of ��D time delay and c�
amplitude perturbation� the signal is a Ricker wavelet
with energy within the band ����� Hz� The dashed line
in b� and c� is the Fresnel ray edge� For all pictures�
the medium is homogeneous with c� � ���� m s� and
L � �
��� m�

negative time amplitude changes� depending on its loca�
tion within the positive or negative lobes of the raypath�
Therefore� in the tomographic reconstruction of a small
object� a sign ambiguity is to be expected in addition
to the impossibility of recovering its size� Woodward ��	
shows that the resolution of a bandlimited wave�eld is
estimated by the width of the raypath envelope� called
�bandlimited ray�width�� At half the source�receiver
distance� this quantity is approximated by

R�� �

r
�c

��

� �c

��
� L

�
� 
��

where �� is a measure of the signal bandwidth� The
bandlimited ray�width is inversely dependent on the fre�

quency bandwidth� and does not depend on the central
frequency of the signal� A sharp frequency cut�o� pro�
duces ripples slowly decaying with distance� in much the
same way as spectral truncation produces the Gibb�s ef�
fect in the inverse Fourier transform Fig� 
a�� On the
contrary� smooth amplitude spectra result in patterns
almost totally con�ned within R�� Fig� 
b�c�� For
such signals� it is possible to de�ne an equivalent band�
width� with constant spectral energy level therein� which
closely reproduces the bandlimited raypath within its
width R�� ��	�
Contrasting with ray�theory� Fresnel rays predict that
the greatest time delay is achieved by di�ractors placed
at some distance from the mathematical ray Fig� ���
This e�ect is striking in the ��D case� where a small scat�
terer placed on the shortest�time path would produce
no delay at all� and therefore could not be detected by
travel�time analysis� A similar loss of resolution is found
also in ��D media� although a partial time delay is now
observable for a scatterer lying on the ray� This unex�
pected e�ect is an outcome of the single scattering con�
dition ��	� ��D and ��D Fresnel rays share the property
that amplitude variation and time delay are nearly in
quadrature� This means that time and amplitude carry
independent and complementary information� what is
missing in time is found in amplitude� and vice�versa�

Figure ��
a� Time delay
and amplitude
perturbation
ratio on a
cross�section of
the ��D Fresnel
ray at half the
source�receiver
distance�
b� The same for
��D� Vertical
dashed lines
indicate the ray
edges� Same
model as Fig� 
�
The signal is a
Ricker wavelet�
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Finally� wave�equation tomography derives time delay
from the phase spectrum equation ���� with no ob�
vious relation to any time�domain picking method for
instance� at �rst break or at signal peak�� This topic�
of utmost importance when dealing with real data�is
further investigated by numerical modelling�

� NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

We use spectral element modelling SPEM� ��	 of the full
wave equation to con�rm the analytical discussion and
to compare results obtained using di�erent methods of



time picking� The simulations reproduce a seismic cross�
well experiment with bandlimited energy� and consist of
a family of ��D acoustic models where a narrow velocity
perturbation parallel to the mathematical ray is located
at di�erent o�sets from it ��	� The source�receiver dis�
tance is L � �
��� m and the velocity of the background
medium is c� � ���� m s� The perturbation is a rect�
angle 
����� 
� m� in size� with velocity c � �
�� m s�
The source time history is a Ricker wavelet with a cen�
tral frequency Fc � 
�� Hz maximum frequency �Fc��
resulting in a dominating wavelength � � �� m and an
equivalent bandwidth of ���
�� Hz� The bandlimited
ray�width is R�� � 
�� m� For the same energy spec�
trum� we used two di�erent time histories� namely a
zero� and a minimum�phase wavelet� the �rst is widely
used in numerical modelling� the second is more repre�
sentative of a real seismic or radar pulse� Our conclu�
sions are valid for both signal shapes ��� �	�

Figure ��
Comparison of
analytical and
numerical values
of� a� time
delay� and
b� amplitude
perturbation
ratio� versus
o�set for the
��D model�
Circles indicate
estimates in the
time domain�
crosses�
estimates in the
frequency
domain�
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Figure � shows that the agreement between numerical
and theoretical estimates is pretty good� if we estimate
both delay and amplitude at the signal peak in the time
domain� Although impractical� time delay results cor�
rect also when estimated in the frequency domain� by
the formula �t �

R�
� P���������	 d�� where ����

is the scattered phase spectrum� The oscillating char�
acter of both curves is accurately reconstructed� and
experimental delays do present a local maximum at o��
set zero� In general� experimental data slightly under�
estimate the theoretical predictions� Attempts to pick
time at the �rst break� or by correlation with the un�
perturbed signal� produced results inconsistent with the
theory ��� �	�

� CONCLUSION

We investigated in detail� by analytical and numerical
means� how the scattered wave�eld depends on the o��
set from the mathematical ray of a small and localized

velocity anomaly� Our analysis shows that� to be con�
sistent with the single scattering assumption of wave�
equation tomography� the arrival�time should be esti�
mated at the peak value� as the signal amplitude actu�
ally is� Let us incidentally note that� on the contrary�
ray�theory assumes multiple scattering� thus requiring
time picking at �rst break� We showed also that the
amount of information carried by travel�time data is un�
expectedly low in correspondence of the shortest travel�
path� This information is completely lost in ��D� and
only partially in ��D� Nevertheless� it can be fully recov�
ered using signal amplitude� Therefore� both travel�time
and amplitude should be inverted for optimal exploita�
tion of experimental data�
Finally� for bandlimited signals with a smooth energy
distribution� the raypath is de�nitely con�ned within
the bandlimited ray�width� Outside of it� signals with
sharp cut�o� show a slowly decaying ringing that closely
re!ects the well known Gibb�s phenomenon of spectral
truncation�
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